We study the decay B 0 → Λ
I. INTRODUCTION
Decays of B mesons into final states with baryons account for (6.8 ± 0.6) % [1] of all B meson decays. Notwithstanding their significant production rate, the baryon production mechanism in B meson decays is poorly understood. Theoretical models of B meson baryonic decays are currently limited to rough estimates of the branching fractions and basic interpretations of the decay mechanisms [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Additional experimental information may help to clarify the underlying dynamics.
In this paper, we present a measurement of the B- * Now at the University of Tabuk, Tabuk 71491, Saudi Arabia † Also with Università di Perugia, Dipartimento di Fisica, Perugia, Italy ‡ Now at the University of Huddersfield, Huddersfield HD1 3DH, UK § Deceased ¶ Now at University of South Alabama, Mobile, Alabama 36688, USA * * Also with Università di Sassari, Sassari, Italy meson baryonic decay 1 B 0 → Λ + c pπ + π − . The Λ + c baryon is observed through its decays to the pK − π + final state. The study is performed using a sample of e + e − annihilation data collected at the mass of the Υ (4S) resonance with the BABAR detector at the SLAC National Accelerator Laboratory. We include a study of the production of this final state through intermediate Σ [7] is used to examine multibody mass combinations within the Σ c pπ final states. We account for background from sources such as B → Dpp (nπ) and B − → Σ + c pπ − , which were not considered in previous studies [8, 9] . In addition, we extract the four-body non-resonant branching fraction and examine two-and three-body mass combinations within the four-body Λ
decay has previously been studied by the CLEO [8] and Belle [9] Collaborations using data samples of 9.17 fb
of 357 fb −1 , respectively. The present work represents the first study of this decay mode from BABAR.
Section II provides a brief description of the BABAR detector and data sample. The basic event selection procedure is described in Sec. III. Section IV presents the method used to extract results for channels that proceed via intermediate Σ c baryons. The corresponding results for channels that do not proceed via Σ c baryons are presented in Sec. V. Section VI presents the method used to determine signal reconstruction efficiencies, Sec. VII the branching fraction results, Sec. VIII the evaluation of systematic uncertainties, and Sec. IX the final results. A summary is given in Sec. X.
II. BABAR DETECTOR AND DATA SAMPLE
The data sample used in this analysis was collected with the BABAR detector at the PEP-II asymmetricenergy e + e − storage ring at SLAC. PEP-II operates with a 9 GeV e − and a 3.1 GeV e + beam resulting in a center-of-mass energy equal to the Υ (4S) mass of 10.58 GeV/c 2 . The collected data sample contains 467 × 10 6 BB pairs, which corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 426 fb −1 . The BABAR detector [10] measures charged-particle tracks with a five-layer double-sided silicon vertex tracker (SVT) surrounded by a 40-layer drift chamber (DCH). Charged particles are identified using specific ionization energy measurements in the SVT and DCH, as well as Cherenkov radiation measurements in an internally reflecting ring imaging Cherenkov detector (DIRC). These detectors are located within the 1.5 T magnetic field of a superconducting solenoid.
Using information from the SVT, the DCH, and the DIRC for a particular track, the probability for a given particle hypothesis is calculated from likelihood ratios. The identification efficiency for a proton is larger than 90% with the probability of misidentifying a kaon or pion as a proton between 3% and 15% depending on the momentum. For a kaon, the identification efficiency is 90% with the probability of misidentifying a pion or proton as a kaon between 5% and 10%. The identification efficiency for a pion is larger than 95% with the probability of misidentifying a kaon or proton as a pion between 5% and 30%.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulated events are produced with an e + e − → BB event simulation based on the EvtGen program [11] and an e + e − → uu, dd, ss, cc event simulation based on the JETSET program [12] . Generated events are processed in a GEANT4 [13] simulation of the BABAR detector. MC-generated events are studied for generic background contributions as well as for specific signal and background modes. Baryonic B meson decays are generated assuming that their daughters are distributed uniformly in phase space.
III. EVENT SELECTION
The signal mode is reconstructed in the decay chain for simulated events) are retained. The entire decay chain is refitted requiring that the direct B 0 daughters originate from a common vertex and that the χ 2 probability for the B 0 vertex fit exceeds 0.1%. The decays B → Dpp (nπ) with n = 1, 2, which are described in more detail in section IV A, can contribute a signal-like background through rearrangement of the final-state particles and are denoted "peaking background" in the following. To suppress these events, symmetric vetoes of ±20 MeV/c 2 around the nominal D 0 and D + mass values [1] are applied in the distributions of the invariant masses
, where subscripts denote the mother candidate of the particles.
To 
A. Background sources
The main source for combinatorial background events is other B decays, while 20% originate from e + e − → cc events. Combinatorial events do not exhibit peaking structures in the distributions of the signal variables under study. In contrast, other sources of background do exhibit peaking structures, and are treated separately. Table I shows the relevant decay modes and their misreconstruction rate as signal. Furthermore, these events can also be misreconstructed as higher Σ c resonances in the Λ + c π invariant masses. Figure 3 
, and
, with the resulting suppression rates given in table I. A systematic uncertainty is assigned to account for the remaining background events. No distortions are found in other variables due to the vetoes.
do not contribute peaking background because the selection requirement on m (pK
effectively vetoes these events.
can also produce the same final state particles as signal events. We observe no indication of such contributions in data in the relevant combinations of B 0 daughters or in signal MC events when scaling the misreconstruction efficiencies with the measured branching fractions [1] . We neglect these events, but assign a corresponding systematic uncertainty (see Sec. VIII). 
Combinatorial background with genuine Σc events
In both MC and data-sideband events, combinatorial background events with genuine Σ c (2455, 2520) ++,0 resonances are found to be distributed differently than purely combinatorial background events without Σ c resonances. These events produce a signal-like structure in m ++ or m +− , but are distributed in m inv similarly to purely combinatorial background. However, since combinatorial background events with genuine Σ c (2455, 2520)
resonances scale differently in m inv than purely combinatorial background events, no simple combined PDF can be constructed. Thus, both combinatorial background sources are treated as separate background classes. 0 → Dpp (nπ) events as signal decays by rearranging the final-state particles in signallike combinations. In the fake signal reconstruction, the subscript particles denote the actual mother. The quantity n expected gives the number of fake signal events without the D-meson veto (see text), εCut gives the efficiencies of the vetoes, and nremaining gives the expected number of remaining fake events in the signal regions after applying the vetoes. The B 0 → Dpp (nπ) branching fractions are taken from Ref. [14] and the D 0 /D + branching fractions from Ref. [1] .
Decay mode Fake signal
26.0 99.3% 0.3
103.0 98.8% 1.0
13.4 96.9% 0.1
B. Fit Strategy
The signal yields of resonant decays are determined in binned maximum-likelihood fits to the two-dimensional distributions m inv : m ++ and m inv : m +− . Since background events from B − → Σ + c pπ − decays are distributed similarly to signal events in all examined variables, onedimensional measurements of the signal yield will not suffice. By extracting the signal yield in the m inv : m +± plane, we exploit the fact that the distributions of B − → Σ c (2455, 2520) + pπ − events are more correlated in these variables than signal events.
Type of PDFs
Signal and background sources are divided into two classes of probability density functions. Background sources without significant correlations between m inv and m +± are described with analytical PDFs; independent analytical PDFs are used for each of the two variables and a combined two-dimensional PDF is formed by multiplication of the one-dimensional functions. Signal and background sources with correlations between m inv and m +± are described with binned histogram PDFs H i = S i ·h i (m inv , m +± ). For each source, a histogram h i (m inv , m +± ) is generated from MC events, which takes correlations into account by design. Each histogram h i is scaled with a parameter S i , which is allowed to float in the fit. Histogram PDFs are used for all resonant signal decays and peaking background decays B − → Σ c (2455, 2520) + pπ − . In the fits to the two-dimensional distributions, the integrals of the analytical PDFs for each bin are calculated. 
Histogram PDF verification
When using a histogram PDF in fits, results prove to be sensitive to differences between data events and MC-generated events. As a cross-check, the projections onto m inv are compared between data and MC simulation. The distributions are fitted using a Gaussian function to describe signal events. The means differ between data and MC by ∆ = (2.30 ± 0.25) MeV/c 2 . The mass shift does not depend on the Λ + c candidate selection or on m +± . The most probable explanation for the difference is an underestimation of the SVT material in the simulation, as studied in detail in Ref. [15] . Baryonic decays are especially affected by this issue, since heavier particles such as protons suffer more from such an underestimation compared to lighter particles. In each MC event, the baryon momenta p p Λ + c and p p B 0 are therefore increased by 2.30 MeV/c and the particle energy is adjusted accordingly.
In the m +± distributions, the means of the masses of the Σ c (2455) ++,0 baryons differ between data and MC by ∆m = (0.441 ± 0.095) MeV/c 2 . This effect originates from outdated Σ c (2455) mass inputs in the MC generation, and so this shift is not covered by the correction for detector density. Σ c (2455) events are especially sensitive to such mass differences due to their narrow width. The effect is taken into account by shifting each MC event in m +± by +0.441 GeV/c 2 . The fully corrected data sets are used to generate the histogram PDFs employed in the fits to data.
Combinatorial background PDF
The combinatorial background is described by the PDF BG Combi Bkg term given in Table II 
The upper and lower phase-space boundaries in m +± are constants e low = 2.4249 GeV/c 2 and e up = 4.215 GeV/c 2 . The phenomenological constant c = 4.108 GeV/c 2 is obtained from MC and, for estimating an systematic uncertainty, varied within the values found in MC. The exponent terms p and q are allowed to float in the fits to MC and data. In Table II , S Combi Bkg is the overall scaling parameter of the combinatorial background PDF.
Combinatorial background with genuine
with mean µ, width Γ, and an overall scaling factor S Combi Bkg w Σc , to form a two-dimensional PDF (BG Combi Bkg w Σc in Table II ) in m +± . The PDFs for combinatorial background with and without genuine Σ c resonances are validated using studies with MC events and from fits to data within the m inv sidebands of the m inv : m +± planes. Table II ). This procedure is designed to take into account the fact that B 0 → Λ In the fits to toy MC samples, a quadratic dependency on m +± of the signal-Gaussian width in m inv is observed. This is taken into account by parameterizing the width as
In fits to data, the width parameters are fixed to the values obtained from fits to MC; a systematic uncertainty on the shape is included by varying the parameters within the parameter range obtained from fits to toy MC.
Global PDFs for fits to m inv : m ++ and to m inv : m +− are formed from sums over the signal and background PDFs as listed in Table II . The global PDFs are validated on toy MC samples of randomly chosen numbers of events from the signal and background classes.
C. Fit Results

Maximum likelihood
fits to data distributions in the m inv : m ++ and m inv : m +− planes are performed in the range m inv ∈ [5.17, 5.38] GeV/c 2 and m +± ∈ [2.425, 2.625] GeV/c 2 , covering the regions of Σ c (2455) and Σ c (2520) resonances.
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The fit to m inv : m +− converges with χ 2 /ndf = 2807/2697. Figure 5 shows the projection of the twodimensional fit onto the m inv axis. The fitted PDFs are shown as stacked histograms and are overlayed with the distribution in data. The projection onto the m +− axis is shown in Fig. 6 .
In the m inv : m ++ plane, the fit converges with χ 2 /ndf = 2592/2695. The two-dimensional fit results are shown in Fig. 7 for the projection onto m inv and in Fig. 8 for the projection onto m ++ .
The measured signal yields are given in Table III .
D. Signal event distributions
The distributions of signal events are extracted using the sP lot technique [7] in variables other than the discrimination variables: we perform a fit to the two-dimensional distributions of the signal variables m inv and m +± where all shape parameters are fixed, and only the signal yields N i for each signal and background class i are allowed to vary. Distributions for class i are obtained using per-event weights [1] . Thus, the histogram PDF approach based on MC simulations is not feasible for Σc (2800), since the input mass value is necessary for the MC generation.
TABLE II: The PDF types for signal and background sources as defined in Sec. IV B (see text for details). In the second column, Si denote scaling factors, hi histograms, and Xi, Yi, BWi analytical functions as described in the text. The third and fourth columns indicate in which global fit to the planes minv : m++ or minv : m+− a particular PDF is included. where N total = N i , the N i and f i (m inv , m +± ) are the fitted yield and PDF value for the event in the class i, and V ij = Cov(N i , N j ) is the fit's covariance matrix. We use these weights to generate histograms in Dalitz variables of the Σ c pπ three-body systems. Uncertainties are calculated for sP lot histograms with i W 2 i . In Fig. 9(a) , B 0 → Σ c (2455) 0 pπ + events are seen to exhibit a sharp enhancement just above the threshold in the m Σ c (2455) 0 π + distribution; however, there is insufficient information to reliably identify the Λ c (2595) + or Λ c (2625) + states. In Fig. 9(b) , signal events from B 0 → Σ c (2455) 0 pπ + accumulate in m Σ c (2455) 0 p only for values larger than 3.8 GeV/c 2 , clearly ruling out an enhancement at baryon-antibaryon invariant mass threshold, which has been seen in other decays [14, [16] [17] [18] [19] . Different behavior is observed in Fig. 9(c Due to the relatively small event yield for B 0 → Σ c (2520) 0 pπ + decays, the corresponding sP lots are not conclusive, and are therefore not presented.
The rates of events decaying into the B 0 → Λ (Table III) . Similarly, background from B − → Σ c (2520) + pπ − events is described by a singleGaussian PDF with fixed shape parameters from MC and the yield fixed to the fitted yield in m inv : m ++ . Combinatorial background is described with a linear function in m inv . Signal event contributions are described with a double Gaussian with a shared mean; the parameters are allowed to float. In the distribution of m performed with a first-order polynomial for background and a double Gaussian with shared mean for signal, since no peaking background is expected here.
The fits are shown in Fig. 12 and the yields are given in Table IV. B. Signal event distributions Fig. 13(b) ; here the isospin related Σ c (2800) 0 baryon is less significant. Note that the vetoes 3 The fixed background contributions from B − → Σc(2455, 2520) + pπ − are taken into account in the sP lot weight calculations, following the method described in appendix B of Ref. [7] . on low-mass Σ c resonances appear as gaps in the distributions. We do not attempt to explicitly measure intermediate states with Σ c (2800) baryons with the present approach. As described in footnote 2, significantly differing masses of Σ c (2800) resonances have been observed in related B → Λ + c pπ decays [16, 17] , which could originate, amongst other possibilities, from different angular momentum states with similar masses or from contamination due to B → Dpp (nπ) decays. Since the present approach uses a priori information on the masses and widths to generate MC-based PDFs, histogram PDFs cannot be applied for states with uncertain masses or widths.
In the distribution of m (pπ − ) in Fig. 13(c) , differences are seen compared to the distribution of m (pπ + ) in Fig. 13(d) , with events accumulating in m (pπ − ) at values near the lower phase-space boundary, suggesting contributions from decays via∆ −− . Such a structure does not contribute to m (pπ + ). The m (π + π − ) distribution in Fig. 13 (e) suggests an intermediate ρ (770) resonance. However, the data are not sufficiently precise to allow a definite conclusion. The m (Λ + c p) distribution in Fig. 13(f) shows some enhancement in the baryon-antibaryon mass near threshold, though less strongly than in other measurements with baryonic final states, e.g., those of Ref. [17] . A conclusive interpretation of the m (Λ + c p) result is difficult, because the MC distribution uses all events in the allowed phase space to avoid a possible bias, averaging over all possible structures. Furthermore, the projections onto the axes of the Dalitz space for the four-final-state-particle system make it difficult to identify reflections from resonances in other invariant masses.
The three-body mass distributions are shown in Fig. 14 . Here, we do not observe structures in lower invariant-mass ranges that could hint at resonances, e.g., excited Λ c baryons in m (Λ + c π + π − ). The bins near the edges of the distribution are not reproduced correctly by the sP lot method, and show artificial undershoots. This is because the sP lot technique relies on target variables that are uncorrelated with the discriminating variables. This does not hold for points near the edges of phase space, where there is a dependence on m inv .
VI. EFFICIENCY
The efficiency of the reconstruction is determined separately for each resonant signal mode and for the non-Σ c signal decays. Since signal MC events are generated uniformly in phase space, the observed decay dynamics are not reproduced. To avoid bias from phase-spacedependent reconstruction efficiencies, the MC samples are iteratively reweighted according to the sP lot histograms N [m a b ] data of invariant masses for each signal class from the B meson daughters a, b,. . .. The reweighting is performed iteratively over all two-daughter combinations for each three-body final state and over the three-body combinations for the four-body non-Σ c final states. Since we do not observe any non-trivial structures in the smooth and moderately varying efficiency distribution before reweighting, we assume that the projections onto the overdetermined Dalitz variables are sufficient for reweighting.
In the initial step i = 1, the weight is calculated from the sP lot histogram and the signal MC histogram
and applied to each signal MC event. In iteration step n, weights are calculated accordingly from the reweighted signal MC from iteration n − 1 for invariant mass m b c with
MC . In the following, the signal MC events are weighted by w b c . Since the MC event values processed in step n originate from weighting the MC events in the previous step n − 1, the effective weight is w n = w n−1 · w b c . Negative sP lot entries are set to zero to avoid nonphysical weightings.
After each step, a χ 2 fit of the m inv distribution of the reweighted signal MC is performed to obtain the number of reconstructed weighted events. Thus, the reconstruction efficiency is calculated from the number of weighted reconstructed events and the sum of weighted generated events. When the reconstruction efficiencies in the last steps of one cycle through all B daughter combinations are compatible with each other within the uncertainties, we assume that the reconstruction efficiency has converged and stop the iteration. The reconstruction efficiencies are listed in Table V 
VII. BRANCHING FRACTIONS
The product branching fractions B are calculated for each signal mode i with
where N i is the sum of signal-event numbers (Tables III  and IV) , ε i the reconstruction efficiency (Table V) 
VIII. SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
Systematic uncertainties applying to all modes, such as the uncertainty on N BB , as well as systematic uncertainties specific only to certain modes, are considered. Table  VI lists the relative systematic uncertainties u x = δNx Nx for each uncertainty x. Systematic uncertainties on the reconstruction efficiency of the six charged final-state tracks are added linearly to obtain a total tracking uncertainty. One of the largest systematic uncertainties originates from the particle identification efficiencies. The uncertainties are evaluated using MC events, with corrections derived from control samples in the data. In addition, MC events are examined without corrections. The relative difference in the particle identification efficiencies with and without the corrections defines the uncertainty. As discussed above, B 0 → Dpp (nπ) decays and decays through charmonia states B 0 → (ç) K * 0 [π + π − ] can yield the same combination of final-state particles as signal events. Based on the known branching fractions [1] , a total of at most 4.5 events from these two event classes are expected to satisfy the signal selection criteria. Here, a conservative reconstruction efficiency of ε = 0.1% is assumed, overestimating the measured efficiencies in signal MC. The corresponding systematic uncertainty (B → D + X, cc + X) is set equal to 100% of the corresponding estimated background in line 4 of Table I , for each mode separately.
Only the fits of decays via Σ c resonances are affected by an uncertainty on the shape of non-Σ c B 0 → Λ + c pπ + π − events in the m inv : m +± planes. The parameters on the signal width are varied individually by one standard deviation and the maximum deviation in the event yield is taken as the systematic uncertainty (labeled "nonres. shape" in Table VI ). For the shape of combinatorial background, a systematic uncertainty is determined by varying in the PDF the constant describing the end point of the phase space, e up . Fits are repeated with the constant moved from the nominal upper phase-space limit towards the upper end of the fit region in 0.2 GeV/c 2 steps. The maximal deviations in the fitted signal event yields are taken as the systematic uncertainty, labeled "Combi Bkg shape". For histogram PDFs, systematic uncertainties are negligible due to the large size of the input MC data sets. In studies on control variables, we found a good agreement between data and MC-generated events. For deviations of the MCgenerated events from data, we applied corrections as described in IV B 2. An uncertainty, labeled "Eff. Corr.", on the efficiency-calculation weighting is evaluated after completing a cycle through all daughter combinations for each mode. The values converge and are within the statistical uncertainties for all modes after one full cycle, except for B 0 → Σ c (2520) 0 pπ + . For this mode, the efficiencies differ by 1.9% with a statistical uncertainty of 1.8% and the difference is taken as additional systematic uncertainty.
A systematic uncertainty, labeled "B − (I + II)", on the contribution of B − → Σ c (2455, 2520) + pπ − events to the non-Σ c B 0 → Λ + c pπ + π − yields is calculated by repeating fits to the m I inv distribution assuming no contribution and overestimating the found contribution by a factor of two. The maximum deviation of 38 events is included as systematic uncertainty. Because the B 0 → Σ c (2520) 0 pπ + signal has less than three standard deviations significance, we also report a 90% confidence level (CL) upper limit for this channel. The upper limit is determined using Bayesian methods, with statistical and systematic uncertainties added in quadrature. We do not include the uncertainty on B [Λ + c → pK − π + ] in the systematic uncertainty of the upper limit, but factor out the current branching fraction of 0.05 [1] . Assuming a Gaussian distribution, the 90% integral of the physically meaningful region B ≥ 0 yields 
IX. RESULTS
In these three results, systematic uncertainties common to numerator and denominator cancel, and only the systematic uncertainties specific to each mode are added in quadrature. The three-body intermediate states have comparable branching fractions to the non-resonant three body decays B → Λ + c pπ [8, 9, 16, 17, 20] . The measured branching fractions are in good agreement with previous measurements from Belle [9] .
X. SUMMARY
We observe the decay B 0 → Λ 
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